Memorandum

DATE:

February 26, 2019 (updated March 6, 2019)

TO:

Brandy Reiter and Morgan Landers, Town of Eagle

FROM:

Dan Metzger, Reserve at Hockett Gulch Applicant
Dulcinea Z. Hanuschak, Reserve at Hockett Gulch Water Counsel

RE:

Reserve at Hockett Gulch Development - Water Issues

This memorandum is intended to restate prior correspondence on the topic of water between the Reserve
at Hockett Gulch applicant (“RHG”) and the Town of Eagle (“Town”) specific to the Reserve at Hockett
Gulch PUD (“Project”), to outline RHG’s water position at the Project, and to convey what RHG is seeking
in terms of deviation from Town policy with respect to water as part of the Annexation of the Project into the
Town.

Background and Introduction
RHG has previously provided the Town a report by Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management
(“Aquacraft”) dated December 14, 2018 regarding the projected water demands of the Project. This report
is attached as Exhibit A. The Aquacraft report outlines the actual indoor and outdoor gross water demands
for multifamily rental communities with one- and two-bedroom units. The report’s findings are based on
empirical data and the use of water-saving plumbing fixtures planned within the Project. Aquacraft’s report
assumes a maximum buildout of 500 residential units and 30,000 SF of commercial, which corresponds
with Project’s entitlements. The report determined that the Project will require a water demand of 167.53
EQRs, which includes 43.37 EQRs for irrigation and 124.17 EQRs for indoor water. In contrast, under
current Town municipal code, the total EQRs would be calculated as 367.3 for the same Project which is
not conducive to water conservation.
RHG contracted with Aquacraft to provide the December 14th analysis because we believe a development
should pay its fair share for its water use, but not more than that. We believe the provisions of the Town’s
Code that pertain to water rights dedication and water/sewer plant investment fees (“PIFs”) do not address
circumstances in which a developer/builder has analyzed and determined how to effectively use watersaving measures to conserve water, nor does it appropriately allocate actual consumption based on the
product type(s) being proposed within the planned annexation/PUD or incentivize developers and builders
to perform these analyses. However, RHG has done this work and, therefore requests that the Town adjust
its “default” dedication and PIF requirements in the Town Code as applied to the Project. Further, the
Project is a dense development geared towards workforce housing and additional costs associated with
both raw water dedication along with PIF charges place significant undue burden on an attainable housing
development of this type.

Several years ago, the Town contracted with a water engineering firm to analyze how peer towns set their
EQR schedules in their respective town codes for purposes of dedication and impact fee calculations. The
result of the recommendations in that report, which largely were adopted in the Town code, show how the
Town is now generally in line with peer towns from an EQR-per-property-type standpoint. Outside the
scope of that report, however, was an evaluation of overall cost impact of the PIF fees versus peer towns.
RHG has analyzed what the residential component (which makes up nearly all of the proposed entitlements)
of our proposed Project would cost in different peer municipalities, and the result is that this same exact
project would cost an average of $1.6 million less in water/sewer tap fees to build in neighboring towns than
it would in the Town of Eagle. In fact, this same Project would cost $1.2 million less in tap fees if built in
Vail and $1.6 million less if built in Edwards. This analysis is provided in Exhibit B.
The Town has raised concerns about the water demand estimates that RHG has provided through its
consultants, based on concerns about the enforceability of the water-savings measures that RHG proposes.
We have confidence that the water conservation measures that our consultants have thoroughly evaluated
are effective, and we are willing to stand by those numbers, even willing to pay a monetary penalty to the
Town in the event that we exceed its calculated water use. We outline this penalty approach in further
detail later in this memo.
The Project consists of multiple development phases, with the size and makeup of development beyond
the initial multifamily development still very much undefined. The need to define water demands has been
provided below by Aquacraft based on their water demand study regarding housing type, number of
bedrooms in residential units, commercial SF and irrigation requirements, so that as the Project becomes
more defined the PUD will have specific EQR’s defined for all allowable uses. That schedule appears as
Table 2 to Aquacraft’s February 15, 2019 memo (attached as Exhibit C) and outlines an EQR schedule that
RHG proposes be utilized related to the Project’s water rights dedication and water/sewer tap fees, with a
5% increase over our engineer’s estimate. We are summarizing that schedule shown below in Figure 1:
[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY OMITTED]
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Figure 1 (the “RHG Water Table”)

BR

Engineer
EQR/Unit

Increase
Factor

RHG EQR/Unit

Residential - SF
Residential - SF
Residential - SF
Residential - SF
Residential - SF
Residential - SF

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.192
0.212
0.244
0.272
0.303
0.317

105%
105%
105%
105%
105%
105%

0.202
0.223
0.256
0.286
0.318
0.333

Residential - MF
Residential - MF
Residential - MF
Residential - MF
Residential - MF

0
1
2
3
4

0.161
0.161
0.240
0.283
0.312

105%
105%
105%
105%
105%

0.169
0.169
0.252
0.297
0.328

Category
Irrigation
Irrigation

Type
High Water
Low Water

Engineer
EQR/1000 sf
0.146
0.088

Increase
Factor
105%
105%

RHG EQR/1000 sf
0.154
0.092

Category
Commercial
Commercial

Type
Restaurants
Offices

Engineer
EQR/1000 sf
1.276
0.074

Increase
Factor
105%
105%

RHG EQR/1000 sf
1.340
0.077

Commercial

Food Stores

0.188

105%

0.197

Type
Rec Center

Engineer
EQR/Rec
Center
2.55

Increase
Factor
105%

RHG EQR/Rec
Center
2.68

Category

Category
Common

Definitions related to Figure 1:
-

SF means Single-Family
MF means Multiple-Family
High water irrigation above means high-volume watered areas of turf or other high-water-use
plants
Low water irrigation areas means low-volume watered areas such as of xeriscape or other
low-water-use plants
EQR means gross water diversion at the rate of 1 EQR/127,750 gal/year

Water Rights Dedication
Due to the water saving measures that RHG will be implementing in the Project, RHG is seeking a deviation
from the Town Code calculation for water rights dedication, to instead use the corresponding EQRs outlined
in the RHG Water Table above.
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Per prior correspondence on this topic, RHG’s predecessors-in-interest dedicated a portion of the Ditch No.
3 water right (decreed in Case No. 80CW269) to the Town to serve the Project property and RHG intends
to dedicate the remainder of its interest in Ditch No. 3 to the Town at annexation. Based on the historical
consumptive use associated with the Ditch No. 3 water right, the water right provides sufficient water to
serve up to approximately 101.8 EQRs for the Project.
With respect to water dedication, RHG is proposing that all remaining water rights that it owns with respect
to the Property be dedicated to the Town at annexation such that the total EQRs associated with the
Property equals 101.8 (as calculated in the manner described in prior memos from Dulcinea Hanuschak to
Mary Elizabeth Geiger related to the Property), and that as each site specific development application is
submitted, the EQR of each property type and unit count reflected in the proposed development plan will
be calculated using the RHG Water Table, and in the event that the proposed cumulative development
resulted in more EQRs (as calculated by the RHG Water Table) than 101.8, RGH would then satisfy this
shortfall by purchasing and dedicating additional, decreed water rights sufficient to cover any EQRs or by
making a payment-in-lieu of water rights dedication in accordance with Section 12.26.050 of the Town
Code.
Example: By way of example only, if the first phase of development reflected 100 one-bedroom
MF units and 100 two-bedroom MF units and contained 20,000 SF of high-water irrigation and
20,000 SF of low-water irrigation, this would result in 46.9 EQRs using the RHG Water Table in
Figure 1. No additional EQRs would need to be dedicated at the time of the phase 1 site specific
development application because it did not exceed 101.8.

Type
EQR/Unit
1Br MF
0.169
2Br MF
0.252
High Water Irr 0.154
Low Water Irr 0.092
Total

Units
100
100

SF

20,000
20,000

EQR
16.9
25.2
3.1
1.8
46.9

Using this same example, if the second phase of development in RHG had a unit mix that
resulted in 60 EQRs using the EQR/unit methodology in Figure 1 (such that the total between
phases one and two were 106.9 EQRs), then in order to develop the second phase, RHG would
need to dedicate 5.1 EQRs or make a payment-in-lieu for this equivalent. Using this same
example, all calculated EQRs of any subsequent phases (using the RHG Water Table) would
need to be satisfied by an equivalent EQR dedication or payment-in-lieu.
[Depletions Update dated 3/6/2019: RHG’s water engineer consultant Aquacraft recently completed a
depletion study for the project, which we are forwarding under separate cover. We commissioned this
analysis in response to Mary Elizabeth Geiger’s January 30, 2019 memorandum, which directed us to
calculate water dedication requirements based on either the Town Code provision that approximately 1
acre-foot of water should be dedicated for each EQR (which is in-line with the approach we used for the
purposes of the water rights dedication methodology and example above), or based on a depletion analysis
prepared by RHG’s engineer. The depletion study shows that all of the interior water uses at the Project
will result in depletions of 4.87 acre-feet per year to the Eagle River and it estimates that the raw water
irrigation system will result in 13.63 acre-feet of depletions per year to the Eagle River, for a total of 18.50
AF of depletions. Based on these calculations versus the dedicated water rights of approximately 29 acrefeet of consumptive use available under the Ditch #3 water right, we believe RHG’s dedication of water
rights to the Town will provide ample water to cover depletions from RHG’s interior water uses as well as
the depletions from our raw water irrigation system. In fact, this depletion analysis shows that RHG would
be dedicating 10.5 acre-feet of additional consumptive use to the Town beyond the calculated depletions,
therefore providing a public benefit.
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As of the date of this updated memo, Town Staff and Town Water Counsel have not had the opportunity to
thoroughly review the depletions study and vet the assumptions with Aquacraft. We believe further
discussions are necessary based on this recently-completed depletion study, and these discussions could
have an impact on the proposed Water Rights Dedication Penalty system that we are proposing below.]
Under the Town Code and pursuant to an annexation agreement, the Town has substantial discretion in
evaluating how an applicant can satisfy the dedication requirements and whether a payment-in-lieu is an
appropriate mechanism to satisfy those requirements.
The Town also has considerable discretion to craft terms and conditions for the water rights dedication that
are appropriate to address the specific circumstances at hand – including timing of dedication or paymentin-lieu – as the Town Code (Section12.26.50.B.2) provides that “[t]he Town Manager may, in his discretion,
negotiate with the new user to establish other terms or conditions which shall constitute compliance with
the basic dedication requirement of this chapter.” RHG’s proposed timing for its payment-in-lieu for any
subsequent phases that exceed 101.8 EQR is appropriate under the circumstances and well within the
realm of what the Town may authorize.

Raw Water Irrigation System
RHG intends to irrigate the Project using a raw water system, thus reducing the impacts to the Town water
and wastewater treatment systems. According to our engineer, and in coordination with Town staff, this is
feasible and would involve a system that diverts water from Brush Creek to the Project. RHG would obtain
any necessary easements and bear all construction costs associated with implementing this system.

Plant Investment Fees
Like the water dedication, RHG proposes that the RHG Water Table provide the basis for determining the
amount of EQRs used to calculate the PIF for indoor use since all landscape will occur via a raw water
irrigation system as described herein. Because irrigation will be provided via a raw water system, the
irrigation portion of the RHG Water Table should be excluded from the calculation of PIF requirements.
RHG is proposing that it pay the applicable water PIF prepayment (as described in Town Code Section
12.16.050.A.) at the time that it obtains a development permit for each phase of development. Per Town
Code Section 12.16.050.B, RHG will pay the remainder of the PIF at the time that building permits are
issued.
Note that RHG is proposing not to receive the 50% Water PIF discount reserved for “Deed Restricted
Affordable Housing or Local Employee Residence” as noted in the Town rate table that was adopted by
Town Resolution 70 (Series of 2018), as we believe the RHG Water Table already accounts for a fair EQR
assessment of the water use in the development without the need for any additional discount.

Penalty
Each development phase of RHG will be separately metered for irrigation water usage and for indoor
domestic water usage. In response to the Town’s concerns about the enforceability of RHG’s water-saving
measures, RHG proposes the following evaluation and penalty structure:
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Starting on the first anniversary of the date the last building in a development phase receives its certificate
of occupancy, the water use for that development phase (for both outdoor irrigation and indoor domestic)
will be evaluated for a period of five (5) years (“Evaluation Period”). If the average actual water usage for
either irrigation or indoor domestic use is greater than the EQR calculation derived from the RHG Water
Table during the Evaluation Period, then the following shall occur:
1) Water Rights Dedication Penalty. The difference of (a) the higher of actual annual total (indoor
and irrigation) EQRs measured during the Evaluation Period and (b) the total (indoor and
irrigation) EQRs calculated from the RHG Water Table, shall be the subject of additional EQR
dedication or payment-in-lieu plus a penalty of 25% on the difference.
By way of example only, if the RHG Water Table at the time of the development permit
resulted in 50 EQRs and if the average actual water use during the Evaluation Period
was 60 EQRs, then the developer/owner would need to dedicate or pay a fee-in-lieu
based on 10 EQRs plus a 25% penalty on the 10 EQR difference, so a total dedication
or fee-in-lieu for 12.5 EQRs.
2) PIF Payment Penalty. The difference of (a) the higher of actual annual indoor diversions in
EQRs as measured during the Evaluation Period and (b) the total indoor EQRs calculated from
the RHG Water Table, shall be the subject of additional PIF fees plus a penalty of 25% on the
difference.
By way of example only, if the RHG Water Table at the time of the development permit
resulted in 35 EQRs and if the average actual water use during the Evaluation Period
was 40 EQRs, then the developer/owner would need to pay the then-current water and
sewer PIF fees based on 5 EQRs plus a 25% penalty on the 5 EQR difference, so a
total PIF fee based on 6 EQRs.
As outlined in Aquacraft’s December 14, 2018 report, one EQR equals 127,750 gallons per year, so that
number will be utilized in determining the EQRs from the actual data.

Conclusion
The primary objective of the RHG development is to create workforce housing in the Town, in a way that is
sustainable. By implementing an RHG-specific water dedication and impact fee schedule whereby RHG
will only pay for what it uses, RHG is incentivized to construct its development with high-efficiency water
devices. This will have a meaningful long-term impact to the Town and will allow the Town to grow with
minimal burden on its water treatment systems. In fact, we believe that if more developments in Eagle took
this same approach, it could delay future water and sewer capital projects. We look forward to working with
Town staff to implement this approach.
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EXHIBIT A
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December 14, 2018
Mr. Carmine Iadarola
AquaSan Network
4100 East Mississippi Avenue, Suite 500
Glendale, CO 80246
Re: Water Demand Projection for the Reserve at Hockett Gulch

Dear Mr. Iadarola:
As requested I have reviewed the information you provided on the Hockett Gulch
residential project, and have generated water use estimates based on information generated from
previous studies conducted by Aquacraft over the years. All of the information is empirical in
nature and was obtained from surveys, billing data, field studies including data logging for
disaggregation of water use into end uses.
Aquacraft has been collecting demand information on municipal water users since 1995,
when we began using data loggers and proprietary software to disaggregate residential water
uses into end use categories. We are specialists in demand analysis and have established
techniques for determining how many gallons per day of water were used for domestic uses and
irrigation. These techniques have been used in the U.S. and around the world to measure both
baseline uses and the impacts of upgrades and retrofits on water use. We have also conducted
numerous studies on commercial, institutional and industrial water uses, which can be reviewed
and downloaded from our website www.aquacraft.com . We have attached a bibliography of the
source data used for our analysis at the end of this report, and a more complete listing of our
reports and publications are available in our Statement of Qualifications and my resume, which
are also available on our website.
In 1996 Aquacraft was hired as the principal investigator for the American Water Works
Association Research Foundation1study of water demands by residential customers. The purpose
of this project was to do pure research into residential water demands. The project was jointly
sponsored by 14 municipal water agencies and the American Water Works Association Research
foundation. Our task was to quantify how much water was being used by random sets of single
family residential accounts in the water agencies, and to identify the end uses to which this water
was put. The water customers in the 14 study sites were surveyed and 100 homes in each group
of survey respondents were data logged in order to break down the water use into individual
water use events, each of which was characterized by the type of use, the volume, flow rate and
duration. This information, coupled with the information from the surveys and other customer
information allowed us to create mathematical models of residential water use based on the
1

Now the Water Research Foundation

2709 Pine Street, Boulder, CO 80304·303-859-4997·bill@aquaqcraft.com
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factors that were found to be most important for predicting household and per capita demands.
This was applied research that has been used by the water industry since the report was published
in 1999. This information was used to generate the relationships such as those shown in Figures
1 and 2 of this report.
Since 1999, when the REUWS1 study was published, Aquacraft has completed many
other studies using techniques similar to those employed in the study. The six most pertinent to
the current study are listed at the end of this report, along with links from which they can be
downloaded.2 A more complete list of reports and projects is attached to our statement of
qualifications, which we have provided.
Our clients for the 6 cited studies included the
California Department of Water Resources, the U.S. EPA, the Irvine Ranch Water District, the
City of Denver and the Water Research Foundation. In each case Aquacraft was hired because
of our expertise in analysis of water demands and how these demands are affected by things like
the number of persons in the home and the nature of the fixtures and appliances present in the
homes. The data we have collected and the relationships we have identified have allowed use to
generate the demand information on which our analysis of the Reserve at Hockett Gulch is
based. This is the type of application for which the research was intended.
My analysis of the water demands for Hockett Gulch are based on a ground up analysis
of anticipated demands based on household models rather than per capita estimates. The reason
for this is because water demands are not a linear function of the number of persons in the home.
My estimates include the types of uses anticipated, their physical characteristic and the
anticipated population of the project. While I reviewed AquaSan’s analysis, I also performed an
independent analysis of my own so that the results could be compared objectively. Our analysis
is based on the information we collected and analyzed in the reports we have cited.
Most recently, I have been invited by the U.S. State Department to travel to India as part
of their visiting expert program to meet with water officials in Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad
and Delhi to discuss water planning and management of municipal water systems in the United
States, and how some of the approaches we have developed in our work can be applied to the
serious water problems in India.
Basically, as explained below, the results of my analysis of the Reserve project largely
confirm yours. Given the fact that the two estimates were derived using different methodologies,
the similarity gives confidence in the results.

Description of Hockett Gulch Project
The Reserve at Hockett Gulch is a residential development in the Town of Eagle,
Colorado. It will consist of a combination of multi-family apartments, single-family
homes/townhomes, irrigated landscape, recreational and commercial uses. I have used the
information that AquaSan provided on the project along with historical data and demand models
we have generated from detailed demand analyses on thousands of residences and businesses.
Our analysis is based on the maximum buildout configuration of the project.

2

The three reports published by AWWARF must be purchased from the foundation, or the executive
summaries can be downloaded free of charge. The reports published by Aquacraft are available from our website
for a small charge.
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Residential
At buildout the project will include 13 apartment buildings containing 396 multi-family
units, of which 198 will be 1 bedroom, and 198 will be two bedrooms. These will be built in 2
phases.
The third phase of the project will consist of 104 single family units, of which 69 will be
built first, and the remaining 35 will follow. We have prepared estimates for both 69 and with an
additional 35 SF units.

Irrigation
There will be a total of 8.2 acres of irrigated landscape on the project, of which 4.7 will
be turf or other high water use plants and 3.5 will be lower water using vegetation. The turf will
have a water application rate of 30 inches (18.7 gal/sf) and the low water use vegetation will
have an application allowance of 18 inches (11.2 gal/sf). All irrigation will be done using nonpotable supplies and will not impact the Town water system.

Commercial
It is presently projected there will be 30,000 sf of mixed commercial space, the exact
configuration of which has not been specified. Aquacraft has assumed for purposes of this report
that the commercial space it will be split evenly between offices, restaurants and convenience
retail/food stores.

Recreation
There will be a club house building with a pool, hot tub, restrooms, and a kitchen. We do
not have exact measurements for the pools or other facilities to be included, but we can make
general comparisons to other recreation facilities we have studied.

Population
It is difficult to find hard data that relate the number of occupants in multi-family
apartments to the number of bedrooms in the units. The City of Irvine Ranch, California, did a
detailed study of their multi-family customers as part of their water budget program. As part of
this study they surveyed a large group of multi-family customers and obtained both occupancy
and bedroom data. This is a valuable data set for our purposes. Irvine Ranch hired Aquacraft to
analyze the water use in these units and compare their use to the water budgets so that they could
evaluate how well the budgets were matching the customers’ use.
In the Irvine study we had approximately 700 multi-family households in the data set.
(Ref 4). Even though one study was in California and the current study is in Colorado there is no
reason to think that the Irvine data should not be valid in Colorado for our purposes. Aquacraft
has studied over 7000 homes, and have found that the variations in their water use are more
strongly related to their occupancy and physical characteristic than their geography. So, in the
absence of local data that is equal to or better we suggest using the data from Irvine Ranch.
The results of the occupancy vs bedroom analysis are shown in Figure 1. Since these
values were based on actual survey data rather than assumptions, we have used them to estimate
the numbers of occupants for each of the apartment units on the property. For 1 BR units the
estimate is 1.4 persons per unit, and for 2 BR units the estimate is 2.6 persons per unit.
For the single family units we have used the average occupancy of 2.7 persons per home
that was determined from the Residential End Uses of Water Study update. (Ref 6). We believe
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this is a better value than a national average from the Census because it is based on only single
family homes that are similar to those that will be built in the Reserve and come from random
samples of homes that provided surveys.
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Figure 1: MF Occupancy vs number of bedrooms

Water Management Plan
According to the water management plan prepared by AquaSan all of the housing units
will have best available technology for all fixtures and appliances. In addition they will have
active leak detection capability provided by a combination of real time data from the water
meters plus ultrasonic sensors on each supply line for the units. The water meters (Metron
meter) will be linked into a cloud server and will be programmed to send alerts to property
management that indicate leakage is occurring. In addition to this each unit will be equipped
with a Streamlabs monitor that will identify in which units the leakage is occurring. The
combination of these two monitoring devices should make it possible to hold leakage to a
minimum, and especially to prevent long-term leaks that are responsible for the majority of water
loss to leakage. In addition to the active leak detection:
All toilets will use 1.8 gpf or less.
Clothes washers will be rated at no more than 16 gallons per load (standard load)
Showers will have a max flow rate of 2.0 gpm
Kitchen sinks faucets will have a max flow rate of 2.2 gpm
Lavatory faucets will have a max flow rate of 0.5 gpm
Pre rinse sprayers for kitchen sinks will have a max flow rate of 0.8 gpm
Hot water system designed to deliver hot water to all fixtures within 15 seconds
We assume that the accomplishment of these items will be verified by the Town as part of its
building inspection process.
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Household Water Demands in New High Efficiency Homes
After having done the Residential End Use Study in 2000 the next logical step was to
study groups of newer home that were built after 2001. Aquacraft did this in the Analysis of
Water Use in New Homes, that was jointly funded by the U.S. EPA and the Salt Lake City
Corporation, along with support from eight other water agencies located across the United States.
As part of this study (Ref 5), approximately 25 homes were equipped by the builders with water
using devices that match the requirements shown above for the water management plan. These
were the High Efficiency New Homes, and our goal was to determine how indoor water use
varied with occupancy for houses equipped with the best available plumbing fixtures and
appliances. The only missing element in these homes was an active leak detection system. For
each home we knew the average daily indoor water use (from data logging) and the number of
residents in the home (from surveys). This allowed us to generate the relationship between the
number of occupants in the home and the daily water use. This curve is shown in Figure 2.
It is important to note that the curve is not linear, but is a power curve where the indoor
use varies with the number of persons in the home raised to the power of 0.53. This means that it
is impossible to use a single per capita value of water use and apply it to houses of different
sizes, since the per capita use varies with the number of persons in the home.
160.0

H.E. Demand Curve w/o Leak Control

140.0

Household Demand (GPD)

120.0

y = 59.58x0.53

100.0
80.0
60.0

40.0
20.0
0.0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Number of Residents per Home

Figure 2: Household daily demands verses number of residents for high efficiency home

The relationship between residents and household use and per capita is shown in Table 1.
If a single estimate of, say, 35 gpcd was used to estimate household use it will result in greatly
underestimating the use in homes with fewer persons and over estimating use in homes with
more persons. This same general form of demand power curve has been observed in every study
of residential water use Aquacraft has done. The only difference is the value of the coefficient
and the exponent. The same curve generally applies to both MF and SF homes.
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Table 1: Household and per capita water use versus number of residents

Residents/Unit Household Per
Capita
Use (GPD) Use (GPCD)
1
2
3
4
5

59.6
86.0
106.7
124.2
139.8

59.6
43.0
35.6
31.1
28.0

To emphasize the fact that all homes do not use the same amount of water, and that the
water use patterns of new, more efficient homes, are lower than those of the original homes
studied as part of the first Residential End Uses of Water Study we have inserted a copy of a
figure from the EPA New Home Study (Ref 5) as Figure 3, below. This figure shows the
household use versus number of residents curves for four sets of houses, which include the high
efficiency new homes curve shown in Figure 2, above. When the high efficiency demand curve
is plotted along with the other curves the reduction in household water use becomes more
apparent than when a single curve is plotted.
The top curve in the figure shows the curve for the homes from the REUWS1 study,
which were random homes from the mid 1990’s. As one would expect, these homes showed the
highest indoor water use patterns of the four. This situation began to change with the passage of
the 1992 Energy Policy Act3, which mandated the use of more efficient toilets and showers.
Between 2005 and 2011 when we did the New Home study the random samples of homes built
after 2001, shown in green, had a significantly lower demand curve.
The most efficient homes were reflected by the pink and purple lines on the curve. These
were homes that were either built with the best available fixtures and appliance already installed,
the purple curve, or were new homes in which these devices were installed as retrofits as part of
the study. The data on which these curves were based was collected in many different cities over
many years of observations. They consistently show the same results and we believe they are
trustworthy.
Many water agencies are failing to take the reductions in water demands into account in
their water planning. This has resulted in oversizing of facilities and over-investment in capital
projects. Using demand estimates that are too large is not really a conservative approach, since it
leads to excess capital spending on plants and water resources. This excess spending must be
paid for by the existing and new water customers. By using the updated demand numbers water
utilities can minimize their capital spending and the amount of money they need to recover in tap
fees and rates. This is the main reason why our research has been funded over the years.

3

Even though the act was passed in 1992 it did not have a significant impact on the housing stock for
several years.
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Figure 3: Comparison of residential indoor use vs residents (from EPA New Home Study)

Correction for Leak Control
The high efficiency homes used to generate the curve shown in Figure 2 did not contain
any active leak control devices. The disaggregation of end uses in the homes, done using the
flow trace data obtained from the water meters, showed average daily leakage rates of 19.2
gallons per day. Because the homes in the Reserve project will have an advanced system of
active leak control we have adjusted the household use calculated from the populations and
demand curves to show the effect of the leak control. For MF units we have reduced the leakage
from 19.2 to 4.2 gpd, which is close to the median value. For SF units we reduced the leakage to
9.2 gpd. Single family homes always have more opportunities for leakage including some
outdoor hose bibs, which is the reason why we used a lower reduction for SF homes than MF
homes.

Irrigation Demands
In order to determine the water demands for irrigation the same application rates used for
the Town EQR allocations were used to calculate the water requirements for turf (30 inches or
18.7 gpsf) and low water use plants (18 inches or 11.2 gpsf). These rates were multiplied by the
respective areas of high and low water use vegetation obtained from the landscape plans, and the
annual irrigation water demand was obtained.
The Town has pointed out that the code does not make provisions for having landscape
that includes low water using plants. This is not a technically defensible position, because it is
well known that landscapes can be designed to include a wide variety of plant types that have a
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similarly wide range of water demands. So, stating that the landscapes will be designed to use
less water by intentionally choosing the right mix of high and low water using plants is a totally
valid assertion. Furthermore, requiring landscapes to contain nothing but high water using plants
(i.e. turf) is a very wasteful practice when most agencies are encouraging just the opposite
approach.
Finally, the fact that the project will rely on a non-potable irrigation system where water
will be drawn from Brush Creek makes the discussion of irrigation demands irrelevant, since no
water from the Town system will be used for irrigation. In our analysis we have added in the
irrigation demands into the gross demands, but then deducted them from the net demands.

Commercial Demands
Immediately after completion of the Residential End Use study in 1999, Aquacraft was
chosen as one of the lead investigators on the AWWRF study of Commercial and Institutional
End Uses of Water (Ref 2). As part of this study water use and survey data from a large sample
of commercial customers in Phoenix and Southern California were analyzed. These data were
then normalized on a square foot basis by percentiles ranging from 10% (the lowest users) to 90 th
percentile (the highest users). For our purposes we have used the 25th percentile use to estimate
water use for the commercial uses on the site, which we are assuming will be 30,000 sf split
evenly into 10,000 sf of offices, restaurants and food stores. The use of the 25th percentiles is
justified given the fact that the new commercial uses on the site will all be new and use the best
available fixtures and appliances. As in the case of the occupancy for multi-family residences,
we believe that in the absence of good locally derived data, these data from the Water Research
Foundation ICI study provide reliable guidance for commercial demands.

Table 2: Water Use for Commercial Uses

Commercial Use
Restaurants (full service)
Offices
Food stores

25th Percentile use (gal/sf/year)
163
9.4
24

Recreation Uses
We know that the Reserve is to have a recreation facility and club house, but the precise
configuration of the facility has not been determined. Aquacraft did detailed water audits for 36
urban recreation centers for the City of Denver (Ref 3). As part of the audits the average daily
use was determined for a series of end uses on the sites. We have listed the average for the 36
audits for the end uses that we believe are applicable to the club house at the reserve project in
Table 3. These centers were large urban recreation centers with large pools and locker rooms
that served populations of thousands of persons, which are much larger than the few hundred to
be served by the Reserve club house. We therefore, believe it reasonable to adjust the annual
demands down to 25% of the Denver center demands, which results in an annual demand
estimate of 326,219 for the club house.
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Table 3: Recreation end uses from Denver Rec Centers

End Use
Kitchen and faucet use
Showers
Toilets
Urinals
Pools/hot tubs
Leaks and other
Total gpd
Total gpy
Estimate for the Reserve (25%)

Average gpd for 36 recreation facilities
53
423
344
104
2261
390
3575
1,304,875
326,219

Water Use Calculations
The detailed water use calculations for the Reserve project are shown in Table 4. The
residential demands start with the number of occupants per unit obtained from Figure 1, from
which the household demands are calculated using the power curve from Figure 2 and correcting
for the active leak control systems to be employed by the developer. The MF units are shown in
Phase 1 and 2 sections of the table. The SF units are shown in Phase 3. The table uses 104
single family units to generate the SF demands. The irrigation demands are based on the areas
and application rates described above. (These are included even though this water will be
supplied from the non-potable irrigation system). The commercial demands are estimated using
the data from the AWWARF CII study. Finally, the demands for the recreation facility have
been estimated using the audit data from the 36 recreation centers in Denver, as adjusted to
account for the smaller population served by the Reserve clubhouse.
As shown in
Table 4, the estimate for the annual water use for the Reserve project, as designed with
500 housing units is 20.98. When the calculations are run with 465 units the annual demands are
19.82 million gallons per year. The next step is to convert these annual demands into equivalent
residential units.
Table 4: Water demand calculations (500 units)

Water Use for High Efficiency
Homes

Occupan
ts

Indoor Demands
Bedrooms

Buildings

Type 1

Totals
(Buildings
& Gal)

Type 2

1 BR

1.4

12

18

2 BR
Units/Bldg
Total Occupants

2.6

12
24
48

18
36
72
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Occupan
ts

Buildings
Totals
(Buildings
& Gal)

Indoor Demands
Total No. Bldgs Phase
Total 1BR Units
Total 2 BR Units
Total Units in Phase
GPD for Each Building by type

Type 1

Type 2

GPY for Each Building by type

613,528

920,291

GPY for Phase 1

1,227,055

3,681,166

2

48
1681

18

2 BR
Units/Bldg
Total Occupants
Total No. Bldgs Phase
Total 1BR Units
Total 2 BR Units
Total Units in Phase
GPD for Each Building by type

2.6

12
24
48
4

18
36
72
3

96
1681
613,528

920,291

GPY for Phase 2

2,454,110

2,760,874

Total Annual Irr Demand (gal)
Commercial
Restaurants (sf)

2.7

280.8

3,449,084
Low
4.7

3.5

8.2

152460 357,192
18
11.22

3,829,152
1,710,898
SF
Gal/SF
GPY
10000
163
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33.6
5

102
102
204

5,214,985

104
9450

204732
30
18.70

90.8
6

120

108
2521

GPY for Each Building by type

SF
Application Rate (inches)
Application Rate (gpsf)

40.1
5
32.2
6

4,908,221

12

High

56.2
1
83.8
6

96
96
192

144
2521

1.4

Total GPY for SF Homes
Irrigation
Acres

GPC
D

4

1 BR

SF Homes
Total GPD for SF Homes

GPD

5,540,050
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Buildings

Type 1

Type 2
1,630,000

Offices (sf)

10000

9.4 94,000

Markets (sf)
Annual Demand for Commercial
(gal)

10000

24 240,000

Totals
(Buildings
& Gal)

GPD

GPC
D

1,964,000

Club House (pool and hot tub)
Total 1 BR Units
Total 2 BR Units
Total MF Units
Total SF Units
Total Housing Units
Total Population
Total Annual Water Demand
(gal)
Total EQR

326,219
198
198
396
104
500
520.8
21,402,558
167.53

EQR Conversion
In order to convert from gallons per year to EQR’s we need to know the annual water use
of the typical residential customer served by the town of Eagle’s water system, since this is the
accepted method of determining the EQR value.

What is an EQR?
In the comments of the Town Engineer to the AquaSan report it was correctly pointed out
that “The EQR represents a widely accepted methodology for equitably determining the cost to
buy into the existing system.” I agree with this completely, but for the system to be equitable the
value of the EQR must be directly related the amount of water used by the average household in
the water system under consideration. An EQR is not an arbitrary number.
There is a very good definition of the EQR by the Washington State Department of
4
Health , which I believe captures the general understanding of the definition by the water
industry. It states:
“When designing or evaluating a water system, we compare non-residential and
multifamily water demands to the typical amount of water a single-family residential unit
uses. We use the term ‘equivalent residential unit’ (EQR) as a basis for this comparison.”

4

https://www.doh.wa.gov/portals/1/Documents/pubs/331-441.pdf
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This means that for the EQR system to be valid and have a claim on equity the annual
volume needs to be based on empirical data from the Town of Eagle on the average annual water
use of the existing single family homes.
In response to the client’s request, the town provided the billing data for their residential
customers for the period from December 2016 through November 2018. Based on this
information the average number of residential accounts on the system was 1962 units and the
average annual water delivery was 243,195,500 gallons. This means that the EQR is 123,827
gallons per year. The town data was not separated into single family and multi family accounts,
so if there are a large number of multi-family residences on the system this would increase the
number of relative to the number of accounts, and thus decrease the EQR value to some degree.
Without exact information on this, however, it is not possible for us to make a precise
determination, so we have used the value of 123,827 as the EQR value from the billing data. This
value is slightly lower than the EQR estimate recently provided by the town of 350 gal/day or
127,750 gal/yr. Given the fact that the two values are so close to each other, we believe they
confirm each other.

Problems with the Existing Table of Equivalent Units
The existing PIF ordinance contains contradictions and inconsistencies that we found
difficult to reconcile. The ordinance defines a single family residence equal to 1 EQR, but it does
not state how many gallons per year this unit is allocated. It does say that the EQR is to include
2500 sf of irrigated landscape. Since we know that the Town assumes an application rate of 30”
of water, and each inch is equivalent to 0.623 gallons per square foot, this implies the annual
volume for irrigation will be 2500 sf x 30 x 0.623 gpsf = 46,750 gpy for irrigation5. So the
volume of the EQR appears to be the sum of the domestic use by the average single family house
plus 46,750 gal for irrigation. This gives us a hint but does not answer the question.
The single family home table does include information on the ratio of gallons per EQR in
that it states the each 1000 sf of irrigated area is equivalent to 0.25 EQR. We know that 1000 sf
of irrigated are will require a volume of 18,700 gallons. So this implies that the EQR consists of
18,700 gallons/0.25 EQR = 74,800 gallons. If this is correct then by the Town’s definition a
single family residence has an annual water demand of 1 EQR = 74,800 gallons/yr, which is
28,050 for indoor use and 46,750 for irrigation. This is equivalent to 77 gallons per household
per day for indoor uses or 28.5 gallons per person per day. I have no idea if this is the correct
value, but it is what the ordinance is implying.
The ordinance defines the water use of a 1 bedroom/1 bathroom apartment as 0.6 EQR
including 500 sf of irrigation. At the rate of 74,800 gal/EQR, this suggests that the anticipated
water use for a 1 bedroom apartment will be 44,880 gallon per year of which 9350 gallons (500 x
18.7) will be for irrigation and 35,530 gallons will for indoor use. The implication is that the
typical single family home will use 28,050 gallons per year for indoor uses and a 1 bedroom
apartment will use 1.3 times this amount or 35,530 gallons per year. This does not seem
reasonable.

5

This is based on an application rate of 2.5 feet where 1 ft of applied water = 0.623 gal/inch
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According to the ordinance a 2 bedroom/2 bathroom apartment is assumed to use 0.8
EQR or 59,840 gallons per year. This will include the same 500 sf of irrigated area per unit, so
the indoor/outdoor breakdown would be 50,490 gallons for indoor use and 9350 gpy for
irrigation. So in this instance the indoor use of a 2 bedroom apartment is assumed to be 1.8 times
that of a single family residence, which also seems unreasonable.
The situation with credits for non potable irrigation is equally confusing. When the
developer purchases EQRs for irrigation the buy-in rate is 0.25 EQR/(1000 sf x .0187
kgal/sf6)=0.0134 EQR/kgal. When the credits are given for installing a non-potable irrigation
system the calculation is 0.25 EQR/(2500 sf x 0.187 kgal/sf) = .0053 EQR/kgal. So the credit is
only 39.5% of the buy in cost. There is no explanation for the discrepancy. It seems that if
anything, the savings from water use from non-potable irrigation would be more valuable since
they reduce the peak day demand, which has a direct bearing on the water treatment plant
capacity.
Rather than try to reconcile the inconsistencies in the ordinance we believe it would
make more sense to simply use the value of 127,750 gallons per year per EQR obtained
from the Town for determining both the buy-in and the credits for the non-potable
irrigation system.

Allocation of Costs/EQR
The water fees assign a cost of $8,050/EQR for potable water and $10,000 per EQR for
wastewater. The Reserve project will require a maximum of 167.53 EQRs of water based on the
anticipated annual demand of 21,402,558 gallons of water. This equates to 167.53 x ($8050 +
$10,000) = $3,023,917 for water and wastewater. The non-potable irrigation system will supply
5,540,050 gallons of water for which neither water nor wastewater fees should be charged. This
is equivalent to 43.36 EQRs., which equates to a credit of 43.36 x ($8050 + $10,000) =
$782,648. The net amount due for the entire project would be $3,023,917 – $782,648 =
$2,241,269..

Summary
In this report we have performed a ground-up estimate of annual water demands for the
Reserve at Hockett Gultch project. We have based our estimate on the numbers of households
and their respective occupancy rates. The indoor water demands for these were calculated using
the power curve relationship for household water demand for high efficiency homes obtained
from the cited studies. These demands were adjusted to account for the fact that the households
in the reserve project will all be equipped with active leak detection devices that will recognize
long term leaks and alert the project managers of their presence. Annual demands were also
determined for irrigation, recreation and commercial uses on the project. The resulting demand
estimates were 158.45 EQRs for 465 housing units and 167.53 EQRs for 500 units. The
developer should receive a credit for 44.74 EQRs based on the water saved by the non-potable
irrigation system.
The average ratio of EQRs per housing unit based on our projections is 0.33 EQRs. The
reasons this value is lower than the estimate in the Town ordinance, which range from 0.6, 0.8
6

18.7 gallons/sf = .0187 kgal/sf
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and 1.0 for 1BR and 2BR apartments and single family homes respectively are: first, due to the
high efficiency fixtures and appliances (including lead detection devices), and ,second, due to the
non-potable irrigation system.
Aquacraft conducted this independent engineering review of the Hockett Gutch project‘s
water demands separately from AquaSan’s report. The results were not compared until our
independent analysis was completed. Our estimates were based on the assurance that the
development would follow the water plan outlined by AquaSan. Furthermore, if the actual water
use for the development exceeds the estimate based on the water plan, then the PIF charges
should be adjusted accordingly so that both the Town and the Developer are protected.
We appreciate the opportunity to assist you with this project, and are available to meet in
person or by phone to answer any questions you, your client or the Town of Eagle may have on
our work.
Sincerely,

_________________________
William B. DeOreo, M.S., P.E.
President
Colorado
P.E.
16824
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Comparison of Water/Sewer PIFs if Reserve at Hockett Gulch project (Residential Component Only) Were Built in Peer Municipalities
Eagle
EQR ratio

New Castle
EQRs

EQR ratio

Glenwood Springs

EQRs

EQR Ratio

#

Carbondale

EQR

EQR ratio

Gypsum

EQRs

EQR ratio

Vail
EQRs

City & County of Denver

SPE ratio

SPEs

Per Unit

Edwards

Units

SPE ratio

SPEs

*1

Total 1 BR Units (880 SF)
Total 2 BR Units (1150 SF)
Total Multi-Family Units

198
198
396

0.6
0.8

118.8
158.4
277.2

0.8
1

158.4
198
356.4

0.5
0.7

104.5
136.6
241.2

0.8
1

158.4
198
356.4

0.7
1

138.6
198
336.6

0.5
1

99
198
297

1
1

198
198
396

0.5
1

99
198
297

Total Single Family

104

1

104

1

104

1

104

1

104

1

104

1

104

1

104

1

104

Project Total

500

381.2

460.4
79.2 Difference

Difference

Cost to Developer

Eagle
Per EQR

System Improvement Fee
Water Fee (Potable Water)

New Castle
Total

Per EQR

345.2
-36.036 Difference

Glenwood Springs

Total

Per EQR

460.4
79.2 Difference

440.6
59.4 Difference
400 * 880 SF and 100 * 1800 SF
532,000 SF

Carbondale

Total

Per EQR

Gypsum

Total

Per EQR

401
19.8 Difference
$4.86
$3.86

Vail

500
118.8 Difference
400 * 880 SF and 100 * 1800 SF
532,000 SF

City & County of Denver

Total

Total

Per Unit

401
19.8
$4.86
$3.86

Edwards

Total

Per SPE

Total

$

8,050.00

$

2,671,151

$

6,000.00

$

2,762,400

$

6,964.91

$

2,404,036

$

6,060.00

$

2,790,024

$

7,000.00

$

3,084,200

$

6,447.68

$

2,585,520

$

2,166.72

$

1,083,360

$

5,412.87

$

2,170,560

$
$

10,000.00
18,050.00

$
$

3,812,000
6,483,151

$
$

6,000.00
12,000.00

$
$

2,762,400
5,524,800

$
$

4,178.95
11,143.86

$
$

1,442,423
3,846,459

$
$

4,420.00
10,480.00

$
$

2,034,968
4,824,992

$
$

7,000.00
14,000.00

$
$

3,084,200
6,168,400

$
$

5,121.00
11,568.68

$
$

2,053,520
4,639,040

$
$

4,680.00
6,846.72

$
$

2,419,460
3,502,820

$
$

5,121.00
10,533.87

$
$

2,053,520
4,224,080

- Eagle includes employee housing discount

Sewer (Waste Water)
Total PIFs
Raw Water Irrigation Credit (If
Applicable)
Irrigation (SF)
Credit

Total Cost to Project

0.25 EQR per 2,500 sqft, not to exceed 25% of total
EQR

357,192
35.72 $

25% of water tap fees

644,731.56

$

$ 5,838,419

690,600.00

50% of assessed EQR - 0.1 EQR per 2,000
sq ft landscaped area, including turf grass,
greater than 3,500 sq ft, rounded to the next
highest 1,000

358,000
89.5 $

$ 4,834,200
Difference

$

1,004,219

0.02 EQR per 100 sqft, not to exceed 25% of
the EQR dedication

357,192
623,359.45

71.44

$ 3,223,100
Difference

$

2,615,320

Difference

0.5 EQR per 2,500 sqft, not to exceed 50% of
total EQR

N/A

N/A

N/A

357,192
$

748,674.43

71.44 $ 1,000,137.60

$

$ 4,076,318

$ 5,168,262

$

4,639,040

$

1,199,379

$

*1: Calculated as the greater of 0.25 EQR per bedroom or 0.06 EQR per 100 sqft, not to exceed 1.0 EQR. Able to have up to 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, and 3,500 sqft of irrigated lawn

1,762,102

Difference

$

670,157

Difference

-

$

-

$

$ 3,502,820
Difference

$

2,335,600

-

$

4,224,080

Difference

$

1,614,339

Average Difference

$

1,600,160
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Memo
To:

Dan Metzger, Brue Baukol Capital Partners

From:

William B. DeOreo, P.E.

CC:

Carmine Iadarola, AquaSan Network

Date:

March 5, 2019

Re:

Supplemental Analysis for EQR determination of the Reserve at Hockett Gulch
Water Demands

On December 14, 2018 we prepared a report on the anticipated water demands for the Reserve at
Hockett Gulch project in Eagle Colorado. That report based the estimated water demands on empirical
data for water use by residential customers in relationship to the number of occupants in the homes and
the types of fixtures and appliances present. Our conclusions at that time were that the project as then
constituted would require 21.4 million gallons of water, including 5.54 million gallons of water for
irrigation, which is to be supplied from a raw water irrigation system. So, the net water demand for the
project was estimated at 15.86 million gallons for non-irrigation uses. At the rate of 127,750
gallons/EQR this comes to a net EQR requirement of 124.17 EQR needed to service the proposed
development. By our calculations using the Town ordinance #18 the EQR requirement would come to
367.28 EQR, a difference of 243.1 EQR.
The project is to consist of 3 separate phases of development plus some commercial and recreation
uses. While the configuration of the first phase is certain, it is possible that there may be some variation
from the plan in the succeeding phases. Therefore, you asked us to develop a schedule of water
demands and EQRs based on the housing type and number of bedrooms for residential uses, irrigated
areas and plant types for any land to be irrigated from the town water system and a mix of commercial
and recreational uses.
In order to do this the only additional piece of data we needed was the most probable number of
residents in single family homes with varying numbers of bedrooms. In our December report we
assumed that the homes would have an average of 2.7 persons per household, but in this version we
have provided water demands for the single family homes based on the number of bedrooms. For
purposes of this classification we used survey data from the Residential End Uses of Water Update
referenced in our December report. That survey contained occupancy and bedroom data for 4,446
homes. We used this to create a table of the average number of occupants in single family homes with
varying numbers of bedroom. These results are shown in Table 1. We used the same demand curve
and the same adjustments for the active leak control system that was described in our previous report,
and based on the AquaSan water management program.

1
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Table 1: Number of residents vs number of bedrooms in single family homes

Bedrooms in
Residence
1
2
3
4
5
6
Grand Total

Average of
Residents
in Home
1.64
1.93
2.43
2.92
3.51
3.81
2.59

The EQR schedule is shown in Table 2. It contains 4 categories of uses: residential, irrigation,
commercial and common. There are types of uses defined within the residential, irrigation and
commercial categories such as SF and MF for residential and Restaurants, Offices and Food Stores for
commercial. These are shown in Columns A and B of the table.
For the residences, the number of bedrooms and number of occupants are shown in Columns C and
0.53
D, and the daily indoor use, calculated from the demand curve (Y=59.58 x Res ) minus the leak
correction, is shown in Column E. The Annual demand is shown in Column F and the EQR value is
shown in Column G. Comments are shown in Column H. In the future the EQR values for each type of
housing can be used to determine the proper number of EQRs for any combination of single family and
multi-family housing units.
In the event that some irrigated areas are added that need to be supplied from the town system the
annual irrigation demands for high and low water use plants per 1000 sf are shown in Column F.
These can be multiplied by the areas of each plant type to determine future irrigation requirements, if
necessary.
Only three types of commercial uses are anticipated: restaurants, offices and food stores. The annual
use per sf and per 1000 sf is shown in Columns C and F respectively, and the EQR per 1000 sf of floor
area is shown in Column G.
The water use for the clubhouse/recreation center is the most uncertain of all of the categories since
the exact size and configuration of the center is not known. We have made what we believe to be a
conservative estimate base on recreation centers we audited in Denver. These centers are large and
have the full range of water using equipment and facilities one might expect in a recreation center.
Some additional refinement to this estimate would be in order once the exact design of the clubhouse,
including pools and spas, is better defined.
These estimates should provide the developer the ability to arrive at reasonable values for water use at
the Reserve for purposes of paying PIF charges. We understand that it is the responsibility of the
developer to ensure that the requirements of the AquaSan water management plan are implemented
so that the actual water demands do not exceed the estimates we have made in reliance on that plan.
If actual demands exceed our estimates it may be necessary to pay additional tap fees.
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We appreciate the opportunity to assist you in this project, and look forward to seeing it come to a
successful conclusion.

Sincerely,

William B. DeOreo, P.E.
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Table 2; Schedule for EQR determination for Reserve at Hockett Gulch

A

B

Cat

Type

C

D

E

Indoor
Daily
Demand
Occupancy (gpd)

BR

F
Indoor
Annual
Demand
(gpy)

G

EQR

H

Comments

Residential

SF

1

1.64

67.35 24,583

Residences to be equipped with best available
water conserving fixtures and appliances + leak
0.192 detection

Residential

SF

2

1.93

74.37 27,143

0.212

Residential

SF

3

2.43

85.29 31,131

0.244

Residential

SF

4

2.92

95.22 34,754

0.272

Residential

SF

5

3.51

105.96 38,675

0.303

Residential

SF

6

3.81

111.08 40,544

0.317

Residential

MF

0

1.40

56.21 20,517

Multi-family includes duplex, fourplex,
apartments and condos all with BAT + leak
0.161 detection

Residential

MF

1

1.40

56.21 20,517

0.161

Residential

MF

2

2.60

83.86 30,610

0.240

Residential

MF

3

3.40

98.97 36,123

0.283

4

Reserve at Hockett Gulch EQR Memo

A

B

Residential

C

February 15, 2019

D

MF

4

App
Rate
(gpsf)

E
4.00

F

109.22 39,865

Annual
Demand
(gpy)

Unit Area
(sf)

G

H

0.312

EQR/1000
sf

Cat

Type

Irrigation

High Water

18.703

1000.00

18,703

0.146 Cool season turf

Irrigation

Low Water

11.222

1000.00

11,222

0.088 low water use plant material

Use
Rate
(gpsf)

Annual
Demand
(gpy)

Unit Area
(sf)

EQR/1000
sf

Cat

Type

Commercial

Restaurants

163

1000

163,000

1.276 full service restaurants with dish washing

Commercial

Offices

9.4

1000

9,400

0.074 typical office buildings with no rec centers

Commercial

Food Stores

24

1000

24,000

supermarkets with cooling towers for
0.188 refrigeration

Cat

Type

Common

Rec Center
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Use per
unit
326219

Annual
Demand
(gpy)

Units
1

326,219

EQR/Rec
Center
includes pools, lockers, showers and kitchens.
2.55 Will be refined upon more definite design.

